
Calculation Policy



Mathematics is an interconnected subject in which pupils need to be able 
to move fluently between representations of mathematical ideas. The 

programmes of study are, by necessity, organised into apparently distinct 
domains, but pupils should make rich connections across mathematical 
ideas to develop fluency, mathematical reasoning and competence in 

solving increasingly sophisticated problems. They should also apply their 
mathematical knowledge to science and other subjects.

National Curriculum 2014



Aims
The national curriculum for mathematics aims to ensure that all pupils:

- become fluent in the fundamentals of mathematics, including through 
varied and frequent practice with increasingly complex problems over 
time, so that pupils develop conceptual understanding and the ability to 
recall and apply knowledge rapidly and accurately.

- reason mathematically by following a line of enquiry, conjecturing 
relationships and generalisations, and developing an argument, 
justification or proof using mathematical language.

- can solve problems by applying their mathematics to a variety of routine 
and non-routine problems with increasing sophistication, including 
breaking down problems into a series of simpler steps and persevering in 
seeking solutions.



Calculation Policy

Our policy is broken down into the four operations: addition, subtraction, 
multiplication and division.
At the start of each area, there is an overview of the different models and images 
that we use to support the teaching of each concept. It is understood that many of 
these models are transferable, used across all areas of the teaching and learning of 
Maths.
Each operation is then broken down into skills, with each skill being explored in a 
greater depth with the different models and images that could be used to 
effectively teach that concept.
At the end of the policy there is a glossary of terms to support understanding of 
the key language used to teach the four operations.



Introduction

A sound understanding of the number system is essential for children to carry out 
calculations efficiently and accurately.
Written methods of calculations are based on mental strategies. Each of the four 
operations builds on mental skills which provide the foundation for jottings and 
informal written methods of recording. Skills need to be taught, practised and 
reviewed constantly.
When teaching a new strategy it is important to start with numbers that the pupil 
can easily manipulate so that they can understand the methodology. The 
methods we use are in line with the teaching and learning approach by White 
Rose Maths, the scheme of learning we implement as a school.
The transition between stages should not be hurried as not all children will be 
ready to move on to the next stage at the same time, therefore the progression in 
this document is outlined in stages. Previous stages may need to be revisited to 
consolidate understanding when introducing a new strategy.
The quality and variety of mathematical vocabulary pupils hear and speak are key 
factors in developing their mathematical justification, argument and proof. They 
must be assisted in making their thinking clear to themselves as well as others. 
Teachers should ensure that pupils build secure foundations by using discussion 
to probe and remedy their misconceptions.



Structuring Learning

It should not be forgotten that pupils require a range of different model to help 
them grasp new concept, embed understanding and apply it to a range of situations. 

Therefore, we apply 3 main structures of learning which are interchangeable and 
should be used every area of Maths for all age groups.

Concrete Pictorial Abstract

15 + 7 = 22

15 x 6 = 90 



Facilitating Learning

Concrete
Pupils should have access to a range of suitable manipulatives so that they can 

explore concepts in ways that make sense to them.

Pictorial
Pupils should explore how they can record their concrete representatives in a way 

that they understand.

Abstract
Pupils use their own written or mental strategies that do not rely on a visual 

representation.
It is important for children to see calculations written in different ways. They 

must understand that ‘=‘ is ‘equal to’ and can appear in different places in a number 
sentence.
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Addition

Skill Years Representations and Models

Add two 1-digit 
numbers to 10

1
Part-whole model

Bar model
Number shapes

Ten frames (within 10)
Bead strings (10)
Number tracks

Add 1 and 2-digit
numbers to 20

1/2

Part-whole model
Bar model

Number shapes
Ten frames (within 20)

Bead strings (10)
Number tracks

Number lines (labelled)
Straws

Add three 1-digit 
numbers

2
Part-whole model

Bar model
Ten frames (within 20)

Number shapes

Add 1 and 2-digit 
numbers to 100

2/3
Part-whole model

Bar model
Number lines (labelled)

Number lines (blank)
Straws

Hundred square

Add two 2-digit 
numbers

2/3
Part-whole model

Bar model
Place value counters

Column addition



Addition

Skill Years Representations and Models

Add with up to 3-
digits

3
Part-whole model

Bar model

Base 10
Place value counters

Column addition

Add with up to 4-
digits

4
Part-whole model

Bar model

Base 10
Place value counters

Column addition

Add with more than 
4-digits

5/6
Part-whole model

Bar model
Place value counters

Column addition

Add with up to 3 
decimal places

5
Part-whole model

Bar model
Place value counters

Column addition
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Subtraction

Skill Years Representations and Models

Subtract two 1-digit 
numbers to 10

1
Part-whole model

Bar model
Number shapes

Ten frames (within 10)
Bead strings (10)
Number tracks

Subtract 1 and 2-
digit numbers to 20

1/2

Part-whole model
Bar model

Number shapes
Ten frames (within 20)

Bead strings (10)
Number tracks

Number lines (labelled)
Straws

Subtract 1 and 2-
digit numbers to 100

2
Part-whole model

Bar model
Number lines (labelled)

Number lines (blank)
Straws

Hundred square

Subtract two 2-digit 
numbers

2

Part-whole model
Bar model

Number lines (blank)
Straws

Base 10
Place value counters
Column subtraction



Subtraction

Skill Years Representations and Models

Subtract with up to 
3-digit

3
Part-whole model

Bar model

Base 10
Place value counters
Column subtraction

Subtract with up to 
4-digits

4
Part-whole model

Bar model

Base 10
Place value counters
Column subtraction

Subtract with more 
than 4 digits

5/6
Part-whole model

Bar model
Place value counters
Column subtraction

Subtract with up to 
3 decimal places

5
Part-whole model

Bar model
Place value counters
Column subtraction
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Times Tables

Skill Years Representations and Models

Recall and uses 
multiplication and 

division facts for the 
2-times table.

2

Bar model
Number shapes

Counters
Money

Ten frames
Bead strings
Number lines

Everyday objects

Recall and uses 
multiplication and 

division facts for the 
5-times table.

2

Bar model
Number shapes

Counters
Money

Ten frames
Bead strings
Number lines

Everyday objects

Recall and uses 
multiplication and 

division facts for the 
10-times table.

2

Hundred square
Number shapes

Counters
Money

Ten frames
Bead strings
Number lines

Base 10

Recall and uses 
multiplication and 

division facts for the 
3-times table.

3
Hundred square
Number shapes

Counters

Bead strings
Number lines

Everyday objects



Times Tables

Skill Years Representations and Models

Recall and uses 
multiplication and 

division facts for the 
4-times table.

3
Hundred square
Number shapes

Counters

Bead strings
Number lines

Everyday objects

Recall and uses 
multiplication and 

division facts for the 
8-times table.

3
Hundred square
Number shapes

Counters

Bead strings
Number lines

Everyday objects

Recall and uses 
multiplication and 

division facts for the 
6-times table.

4
Hundred square
Number shapes

Bead strings
Number lines

Everyday objects

Recall and uses 
multiplication and 

division facts for the 
7-times table.

4
Hundred square
Number shapes

Bead strings
Number lines



Times Tables

Skill Years Representations and Models

Recall and uses 
multiplication and 

division facts for the 
9-times table.

4
Hundred square
Number shapes

Counters

Bead strings
Number lines

Everyday objects

Recall and uses 
multiplication and 

division facts for the 
11-times table.

4
Hundred square

Base 10
Place value counters

Number lines

Recall and uses 
multiplication and 

division facts for the 
12-times table.

4
Hundred square

Base 10
Place value counters

Number lines

























Multiplication

Skill Years Representations and Models

Solve one-step 
problems with 
multiplication

1/2
Bar model

Number shapes
Counters

Ten frames
Bead strings
Number lines

Multiply 2-digit by 1-
digit numbers

3/4
Place value counters

Base 10
Short written method

Expanded written method

Multiply 3-digit by 1-
digit numbers

4
Place value counters

Base 10
Short written method

Multiply 4-digit by 1-
digit numbers

5 Place value counters Short written method

Multiply 2-digit by 
2-digit numbers

5
Place value counters

Base 10
Short written method

Grid method

Multiply 2-digit by 3-
digit numbers

5 Place value counters
Short written method

Grid method

Multiply 2-digit by 
4-digit numbers

5/6 Formal written method
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Division

Skill Years Representations and Models

Solve one-step 
problems with 

division (sharing)
1/2

Bar model
Real life objects

Arrays
Counters

Solve one-step 
problems with 

division (grouping)
1/2

Real life objects
Number shapes

Bead strings
Ten frames

Number lines
Arrays

Counters

Divide 2-digits by 1-
digit (no exchange

sharing)
3

Straws
Base 10

Bar model

Place value counters
Part-whole model

Divide 2-digits by 1-
digit (sharing with 

exchange)
3

Straws
Base 10

Bar model

Place value counters
Part-whole model

Divide 2-digits by 1-
digit (sharing with 

remainders)
3/4

Straws
Base 10

Bar model

Place value counters
Part-whole model



Division

Skill Years Representations and Models

Divide 2-digits by 1-
digit (grouping)

4/5
Place value counters

Counters
Place value grid

Written short division

Divide 3-digits by 1-
digit (sharing with 

exchange)
4

Base 10
Bar model

Place value counters
Part-whole model

Divide 3-digits by 1-
digit (grouping)

4/5
Place value counters

Counters
Place value grid

Written short division

Divide 4-digits by 1-
digit (grouping)

5
Place value counters

Counters
Place value grid

Written short division

Divide multi-digits 
by 2-digits (short 

division)
6 Written short division List of multiples

Divide multi-digits 
by 2-digits (long 

division)
6 Written long division List of multiples
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Glossary

Addend – a number to be added to another.

Aggregation – combining two or more quantities or measures to find a total.

Array – an ordered collection of counters, cubes or other items in rows and columns.

Augmentation – increasing a quantity or measure by another quantity.

Commutative – numbers can be added or multiplied in any order.

Complement – in addition, a number and its complement make a total.

Difference – the numerical difference between two numbers is found by comparing the 
quantity in each group.

Dividend – in division, the number that is divided.

Divisor – in division, the number by which another is divided.



Glossary

Exchange – change a number or expression for another of an equal value.

Factor – a number that multiples with another to make a product.

Minuend – a quantity or number from which another is subtracted.

Multiplicand – in multiplication, a number to be multiplied by another.

Partitioning – splitting a number into its component parts.

Product – the result of multiplying one number by another.

Quotient – the result of a division.

Reduction – subtraction as take away.

Remainder – the amount left over after a division when the divisor is not a factor of the 
dividend.



Glossary

Scaling – enlarging or reducing a number by a given amount, called the scale factor.

Subitise – instantly recognise the number of objects in a small group without needing to 
count.

Subtrahend – a number to be subtracted from.

Sum – the result of an addition.

Total – the aggregate or the sum founded by addition.


